
 

Annual Sports Day Celebrations -2018 

The 25
th

 Annual Sports Day was celebrated, at Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College 

with great enthusiasm on 6
th

 January, 2018. The spirit of the occasion was ushered in with a 

grand reception of the Chief Guest, impressive march past, hoisting of sports and institutional 

flag and a mesmerizing band display.   

 Dr. M. Kantha Rao IPS, Inspector General of Police, Government of Andhra 

Pradesh, the Chief Guest for the occasion, declared the Annual Sports meet open and released 

balloons along with the Chairman, Dr. M. Mohan Babu; Special Officer, Prof. T. Gopala Rao; 

and Principal, Dr. P. C. Krishnamachary. 

The outstanding students in sports took turns to be the torchbearers and lighted the sports 

cauldron. Dr. D.V.S. Bhagavanulu, Director, Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College 

delivered the Annual Sports and Games report. The Chief Guest addressed the gathering and 

emphasized that sports need to be a part and parcel of a student’s life. He admired the lush 

green playgrounds and serenity on campus and encouraged the students to actively participate 

in sports. As an inspiration, he also mentioned that his day starts with sports and exercises.    

Graced with the presence of the Chairman, Dr. M. Mohan Babu, Sree Vidyanikethan 

Annual Sports Day celebration is an event worth watching. The sprints and relay events filled 

the air with cheering from the audience and tons of encouragement for the young athletes. 

Events like lemon and spoon race and musical chairs were conducted for the parents.  

The cultural dances and displays ranged from traditional ‘Thandavakeli’ to a colourful 

umbrella mass display. Yoga display and Pyramids formation were not just a glimpse of 

students’ talent but a true proof that the students are channelizing their abundant energy in the 

right direction.  

Dr. M. Mohan Babu, speaking on the occasion, expressed that besides quality education, 

the college is keen on encouraging the students to excel in their innate talent in the arena of 

sports and games. He emphasized that sports make a palpable and worthy contribution in the 

overall development of any individual. 

Recognizing exceptional talents and achievements in the arena of sports and games, a letter 

of appreciation and a medal were given to the students. The most awaited event witnessed a 

fantastic turnout of the parents and the pleasant weather of the day provided a perfect boost to 

the festive mood.  

 



 
Honorablae Chairman, Dr. M Mohan Babu felicitating  

the Chief Guest Dr. M. Kantha Rao IPS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                The Chief Guest Dr. M. Kantha Rao addressing the gathering 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Invocation dance ‘Thandavakeli’ being performed by the students 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Umbrella Display by the students during 25th Annual Sports Day 

 



 

Prize distribution to the winners by the honorable Chairman 

 



























































































 

Silver Jubilee Celebrations and Annual Day 2017  

Celebrating Glorious 25 Years  

Day - 1 
 

Sree Vidyanikethan Educational Institutions celebrated their glorious existence of 25 years with 

great enthusiasm and fervour on 18th and 19th March 2017 at Sree Vidyanikethan International 

School Campus, A. Rangampet. 

On the first day, a number of guests, including Chief Guest Padma Bushan Dr. A. Sivathanu Pillai, 

the father of „BRAHMOS‟; Special Guests -  Smt. Suhasini Maniratnam, film artiste; Padma Shri 

Dr. Brahmanandam, Smt. Nannapaneni Rajakumari, MLC and spokesperson for Telugu Desam 

Party; Smt. Sugunamma, MLA, Tirupati;  Sri. N. Siva Prasad, MP, Chittoor; Dr. Sanjay Desai, 

eminent Orthopaedic Surgeon; Sri. T. Subbarami Reddy, industrialist, politician and philanthropist;  

Padma Bhusan Dr. K. I. Varaprasad Reddy, Sri Raghurama Krishnam Raju, MD of Ind-Bharath 

Energy (Utkal) Ltd; Sri. Aswini Dutt, film producer, Sri. Hari Babu - artists from across the country, 

members of Sneham group, parents and invitees participated in the celebration.  

The Silver Jubilee and Annual Day celebrations commenced with the inaugural speech by Ms. 

Manchu Lakshmi, daughter of Dr. M. Mohan Babu, the Chairman of Sree Vidyanikethan 

Educational Trust. With the invocation dance the blessings of the divine were sought for the much-

awaited exhilarating eve. 

The presence of the great stalwarts from various arenas of life made the celebration joyful. The 

Special Guests expressed their joy in being associated with the Chairman Dr. M. Mohan Babu and 

his Institutions.  In their address the Special Guests admired the devotion of the staff, dedication of 

the management and discipline of the students. They addressed the gathering with a philosophical 

touch and impressed the parents and students. Their loving words, hopeful prayers and inspiring 

speeches added gusto to the celebration.  

The students who showcased their excellence in academics were honoured with gold medals and 

certificates by the special guests.  

The cultural program saw the participation of hundreds of students from primary sections to post 

graduate students. It began with a lively performance by Vidyanikethans in the form of 

„Dashavataram‟. A skit, a classical – Hip-Hop dance, a Chinese fan dance, Tron dances, and a 

medley were the other performances that kept the audience enthralled all through the evening. 

The highlight of the evening was toddler Nivi‟s – granddaughter of Dr. M. Mohan Babu -   first ever 

dance performance. The surprise dance for the grandfather was lovable and received much 

appreciation.  The evening concluded with a formal heartfelt Vote of Thanks to all who participated 

in the grand fete. 



  

Chief Guest Padmabushan Dr. A. Sivathanu Pillai, the father of ‘BRAHMOS’,  
addressing the gathering. 

 

 

Dr. A. Sivathanu Pillai giving away the gold medal to a meritorious student. 



 

Guest of Honour Smt. Nannapaneni Rajakumari, MLC & Spokesperson for  
Telugu Desam Party delivering her speech. 

 

 

Smt. Nannapaneni Rajakumari, presenting the award to the  Parent of a gold medalist.  



 

Smt. Sugunamma, MLA, Tirupati,  presenting the Gold Medal 

 

Dr.N.Siva Prasad, MP, Chittoor, Presenting the Gold Medal  



 

Dr. Sanjay Desai, eminent Orthopaedic Surgeon giving away the Gold Medal 

 

Sri. T. Subbarami Reddy, industrialist, politician and philanthropist enlightening  the gathering  



 

Sri. T. Subbarami Reddy, presenting the Gold Medal

 

Special Guest Sri Raghurama Krishnam Raju  sharing his valuable thoughts.  



 

Special Guest Padmabhusan Dr. K. I. Varaprasad Reddy, MD Shantha Biotechs,  

presenting the Gold Medal. 

 

Dr. Bramhanandam Padma Shri awardee, Movie Artiste, energizing the august audience.  



 

Special Guest Smt. Suhasini, Movie Artiste, inspiring the gathering with her speech.  

 

Smt. Suhasini, Movie Artiste, presenting the Gold Medal 



 

Invocation Dance by SVET students. 

 

A thrilling performance by Vidyanikethan students. 



 

Silver Jubilee Celebrations and Annual Day 2017  

Celebrating Glorious 25 Years  

Day - 2 

The most anticipated annual event fiesta, the birthday of Chairman, Sree Vidyanikethan 

Educational Trust, Dr. M. Mohan Babu, and the 25th Annual day celebrations took the form of 

music, dance and theatrical enactments on 19th Mach 2017. 

The celebration commenced with traditional invocation dance. Mr. Vishnu Manchu, Chief 

Executive Officer, Sree Vidyanikethan Educational Trust presented the bird eye view of 

institutions‟ journey and their achievements during 2016 -17 in the form of annual report.  

Recollecting the glorious exodus of 25 years, Mr. Vishnu Manchu elucidated the exponential 

growth of SVET since its inception in 1992. Sree Vidyanikethan International School started with 

just 226 students and today ten thousands of students are enrolled in School, Degree College, 

Engineering College, Pharmacy College and Institute of Management.   

The vision of Dr. M. Mohan Babu, Chairman SVET was to give back to the society the goodness 

shown to him by benevolent people and the God Almighty. True to his vision, the Chairman has till 

date allotted 25 percent free seats to meritorious students from economically poor background 

with no prejudice to caste, creed or religion.   

SVET has acquired 200 acres of land and has about ten lakhs square feet built, with state-of-art 

infrastructure. However, the Chief Executive Officer attributed the success of the SVEIs not to the 

pillars of the buildings but the strong stalwarts of the institutions – the Special Officer and the 

teaching and the non-teaching staff of the Institutions.  Mentioning the milestones achieved in the 

annals of the Institutions, Mr. Vishnu proudly proclaimed the extension of autonomous status for 

Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College for 6 years until 2021-22, accreditation by NAAC and 

NBA, TEQIP grant of six crores and acquisition of research funding from various sources.  

„Mohana Mantra‟, the techno-cultural fest of SVEIs has become one of the best fests in South 

India and the students under the stewardship of Dr. D.V.S Bhagavanulu, Director, SVEC were 

appreciated for the success. “The real heros”, said Mr. Vishnu Manchu, “were the students”. To be 

on par with research-oriented world, „Dr. M. Mohan Babu Start-up fund‟ of 1 crore has been 

released for start-ups. The CEO assured that for every plausible idea Rs. 5 lakhs, office space and 

documentary work for registration will be provided to encourage the young entrepreneurs. He 

hopefully mentioned about the state- of art library and Arts Museum, being set up in the premises, 

and ventures like food automation machine being developed, which would put the Institutions on 

the global map. On the occasion of Silver Jubilee Celebration the Chief Executive Officer 

proclaimed the division of all students, staff and management into four houses - Sesha, Simha,  

Garuda and Anjana. 



The Chief Guest for the day was Sri Susheel Kumar Shinde, Member of Parliament, former 

Governor of AP. A gamut of Special guests, Dr. Chevi Reddy Bhaskara Reddy, MLA, Chandragiri, 

Sri Peddi Reddy Ramachandra Reddy, MLA, Punganur, Sri Mukkamala Sridhar Swamiji, 

Research Adviser of SVET, Dr. T. Lazar Mathew, Sri Vijay Bandla, New Jersey, Sri Mohammed  

Ali Shabbir, MLC, Telangana, Sri Jagarlamudi Radha Krishna, Movie Director & Producer, Sri V.V. 

Vinayak, Movie Director, Sri. John Sudheer, New Jersey; Sri Tanikella Bharani, Movie Artiste, 

Director and Writer, Sri Posani Krishna Murali, Movie Artiste and Writer, and Padmabhushan  

Maestro Ilayaraja, Music Director. There was no want of well – wishers who turned up from the 

corners of the country and also from countries like Germany, Australia and China.   

The guests spoke high of Dr. M. Mohan Babu as a man who excelled in the field of films, business, 

politics and education. Their gentle words of confidence and appreciation were an encouragement 

on the occasion. Sri Mukkamala Sridhar Swamiji said that Dr. Babu was a superior kind of man 

who realises his dream with lot of dedication and commitment. Dr. Chevi Reddy Bhaskara Reddy, 

MLA, Chandragiri, was happy to be considered as a family member by the chairman. The 

speeches by the guests were awe-inspiring. They vouchsafed their complete support in 

accomplishment of Dr. Mohan Babu‟s vision of developing nation by providing education through 

hundreds of his institutions all over the country. 

The meritorious students were awarded gold medal and certificates, Dr. B. Palakshi Reddy, 

Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Department of GEBH was awarded the best research paper 

award.  

About 560 donors participated in the Blood Donation Camp organised on the occasion. 

Every single cultural event of the joyous evening sparkled brilliantly depicting the hard work, 

sincerity and dedication of the participants. Several forms of dance – classical dance, folk dance, 

Army dance, western dances, hip-hop dance and other events like shadow mime and medley 

along with the lively banter of the anchors kept the audience thoroughly entertained.  

Specially invited Thai dancers charmed the audience with their graceful movements.  

The lively dances by Ms. Manchu Lakshmi and Mr.Vishnu‟s duo daughters – Arianna and 

Viviaanna were heart-warming. 

The events mesmerised all the audience and the born icon Dr. M. Mohan Babu, who profusely 

thanked all the well-wishers who had come from far and wide to be a part of Silver Jubilee and 

Annual Day gala. The celebration induced hope with rich promises for a bright future and 

revitalised vigour to achieve manifold accolades. Vote of thanks was rendered in gratitude to all 

the students, parents, staff, print and electronic media, invitees, and guests for making the 

celebrations a grand success.  

 

  



 

Sri Susheel Kumar Shinde, Member of Parliament, former governeor of AP, enriching the 

audience with his insights. 

 

Sri Susheel Kumar Shinde, giving away the gold medal  



 

Dr. M. Mohan Babu, Chairman SVET, illuminating the students’ community.  

 

 

Sri Vishnu Manchu, CEO, SVET captivating the  
audience with his oration 



 

 

Sri Manoj Manchu, Film Artiste highlighting the hall marks of our group of instituions  

 

Sri Peddi Reddy Ramachandra Reddy, MLA, Punganur, presenting the medal and certificate. 



 

Sri Jagarlamudi Radha Krishna, Movie Director & Producer, delivering an awe-inspiring speech. 

 

Sri Jagarlamudi Radha Krishna presenting a Gold medal to a topper. 

 



 

Sri V.V. Vinayak, Movie Director, sharing his thoughts with audience 

 

Sri V.V. Vinayak presenting a Gold medal to a topper. 

 



 

Sri Tanikella Bharani, Movie Artiste, Director and Writer captivating the  
audience with his oration. 

 

 

Sri Tanikella Bharani presenting a gold medal 
 
 



 

Sri Posani Krishna Murali, Movie Artiste and Writer mesmerizing the audience with his speech. 

 

 

Sri Posani Krishna Murali giving away the gold medal. 



 

Padma Bhushan  Maestro Ilayaraja, Music Director enthralling the gathering 

 

 

Padma Bhushan  Maestro Ilayaraja presenting the gold medal. 



 

Dr. Chevi Reddy Bhaskara Reddy, MLA, Chandragiri  addressing the audience. 

 

 
 

Dr. Chevi Reddy Bhaskara Reddy presenting the gold medal 
 



 

Sri Mohammed  Ali Shabbir, MLC, Telangana State, on stage delivering a speech. 

 

Sri Mukkamala Sridhar Swamiji, imparting invaluable insights to the audience 



 

Dr. Lazer Mathew addressing the students 































































































































































































 

FRESHERS’ DAY CELEBRATIONS – 2017 

 Freshers’ Day was celebrated by Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College on  

19th August, 2017 with much jubilation.  

 Shri Anil Kumar Singhal, IAS, Ex-Officio Member Executive Council, SVU & Executive 

Officer, Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams, Tirupati was the Chief Guest for the occasion. At the 

outset of the event, Prof. L. V. Reddy, Convener, Freshers’ Day-2017 welcomed the audience to 

the grand celebration. The Heads of the Institutions, and Departments were welcomed and 

complimented by the Special Officer Prof. T. Gopala Rao on the dais. 

 The principals, directors and the senior students of the College extended warm welcome to 

the freshers. In response, the fresher students rendered their heartfelt thanks to the seniors, 

faculty and the management for organizing such a wonderful party and making them feel at home. 

 The Chief Guest Shri Anil Kumar Singhal was felicitated before he delivered his valuable 

words to the eager students. Shri Anil Kumar Singhal delivered a scholarly address, motivating the 

students to put their heart, mind and soul into realm of their passion.    

 Shri Vishnu Manchu, Chief Executive Officer, SVET, was the Guest of Honour for the 

occasion. He was richly felicitated by Prof. T. Gopala Rao and was accompanied by Heads of 

Institutions. While addressing the gathering, the Guest of Honour took the privilege of 

complimenting Dr. M. Mohan Babu, Chairman, SVET for his efforts in providing quality education 

through his institutions.  

 The festive atmosphere of the celebration was further enriched by cultural events - dances, 

medley and skits - presented by the students. The celebrations concluded with these colourful 

events and vote of thanks rendered by a senior student. 

 

Chief Guest Shri Anil Kumar Singhal addressing the gathering 



 

 

Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College’s Techno-Cultural Fest, Mohana Mantra 2017 (MM2k17), 

was held during 25th, 26th and 27th September, 2017. Dr. M. Mohan Babu, Hon’ble Chairman of SVET, 

presided over the inaugural function. Speaking on the occasion he said “Mohana Mantra was initiated 

with a noble aim of bringing out the creativity and innovation in students and that Mohana Mantra, at its 

heart is all about unity in diversity, as it unifies students from every corner of our country on a pro-active 

platform”. One of the student coordinators of the fest Mr. Vamsi KVSRK outlined the growth of Mohana 

Mantra over the years and said  ”With its popularity escalating among students all over the nation, 

Mohana Mantra is fast turning into a dynamic fusion of culture and technology and  is an exemplary 

platform for building brand awareness and lead generation .”      

 The three day fest was attended by more than 25,000 students from around 50 colleges and 

universities, who participated in 100 plus different contests and competitions. The participants came 

from every nook and corner of the nation. MM2k17 also conducted an array of custom-built workshops, 

in coalition with Robokart, designed to appease young technology enthusiasts thirst for knowledge and 

innovation. MM2k17, for the first time since its inception, conducted Robo Wars. The phenomenal 

response to the event from spectators and students alike with participants coming all the way from Delhi, 

Uttar Pradesh, Goa and Tamilnadu, is worth a special mention. 

The paper and poster presentations, organized by Technoholik, saw active participation from the 

students too, along with the fascinating Expo Cross, as many participants grabbed this great opportunity 

to exhibit their projects. The cultural events of Kalakshetra played a key role in amplifying the 

entertainment factor of the fest, as various competitions in connection to Dance (Beats’n’Steps), music 

(MM Idol, Battle of Bands), theatre arts (Short Films), and literary (Debate, Youth Parliament) were held. 

One of the many highlights was the ramp walk, conducted in association with Behind the Scenes.  

The short films contest too saw a soaring participation from young film-makers belonging to different 

colleges and universities. A wide range of spot events were planned all over the campus to keep the 

excitement levels and festivity high in the air. With the events likes Treasure Hunt, Body Zorbing, Paint 

Ball, Water ball, Horror House and the much-hyped Big Boss event the fest was nothing less than 

spectacular, and entertaining. 

Pro-nites have been an integral part of Mohana Mantra. This year, one of the leading bands from Delhi - 

The Local Train, performed on 25th September, 2017 and the audience swayed to the melodious 

numbers rendered by them. On 26th September, 2017, the Canadian DJ duo, Paris and Simo, a well-

known name in the world of electronic dance music, along with DJ Essar enthralled the audience with a 

magnetic mix of beats and rhythm. 

Mohana Mantra, apart from being a techno-cultural fest, is also a symbol of integrity, affinity and 

camaraderie as students from different domains come together, every year, to organize this spectacular 

gala, marking the beginning of a long-lasting camaraderie. With the registrations made easier with 

personalized QR codes and the immaculate accommodations, living up to the reputation of being one of 

the finest in South India, Mohana Mantra2k17 turned out to be a break-through edition, with an 

impressive line up of exhilarating events and scintillating pro-nites and remarkable hospitality. 

Mohana Mantra 2K17 - A Gala Fiesta 

 



 

 

Formal inauguration by Hon’ble Chairman Dr. M. Mohan Babu   

 

Dr. M. Mohan Babu addressing the huge gathering  



 

 

Students Participants  

 

 

 

Flash mob by Students 



 

Performance by “The Local Train” Band  

 

 

Students enjoying Musical Night Performance 



 

 

Performance by “Paris x Simo” Band  

 

 

Students enjoying Musical Night Performance 

 


